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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION

VERTICAL  CONFIGURATION

Tools Required: 

 
(glass) gloves 
safety glasses 
special rivet wrench 
screw / drill 
8mm concrete (SDS) drill bits (for concrete mounting) 
drill bit (SDS) for concrete 
screwdriver (pozidrive) 
professional hot air fohn 
Roll size 
level 
glue pliers 2x 
scoop 

bottle of glassex 
possibly grinding wheel (at concrete mounting) 
 
 
 
use only our original supplied 
rivets when using other brands  
the warranty will expire. 
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120 mm

Pre assembly ground anchor (S)  
on pole (P3) hole drilling  
on both sides of anchor  
and ins tall rivet 
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2
Topside pole (P3)
has a slot for
transit of LED
wires.

Lower part of
the pole has no
slot

Pre assembly lower support bracket(A3)
Drlling with 4,8mm, after that 
secure with short rivet (PK)
This bracket is positioned at the lower 
of the pole (where is no slot)
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Pre assembly upper bracket (A8) om

polel (P1). Firstly drill a hole and secure 
the bracket with a temporary locking bolt.

NOTE: to achieve a correct distribution of the glass panels
you have to switch the upper brackets each time from position.
In case the left pole bracket position is the backside, then the
right pole bracket to the front side. Repeat this sequence 
consequently.
ndien linkerpaal steun

Example left pole:
place pole in horizontal site
and position the bracket 
on the right hand side from
the LED slot.

Example right pole:l
install the bracket also on the
right handed site of the LED slot.
When you turn the pole, the 
bracket will be in the correct 
place (on the opposite position
of the other pole, see drawing)
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D1A

D1B

Push 1 plastic cap (C16) in  ONLY 1 SIDE
of the 2 long distance holders  (D1B)

Push 2 plastic caps (C16) in  TWO SIDES
of the 6 short distance holders  (D1A)
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Install (optional) LED strip in profile B1: 
start from 1 side (not from the middle)
NOTE: do not bent / curve the strips too much,
          do not pull/push the electric plug
          wire strongly.

Subsequently push the plastic cap in the profile. Please
push strongly until you hear a “click”. Once you have a
starting point, you can push the remaining part of the 
cap into the profile.

For LED installation: please consult  LED installation guide
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gewenste 
diepte

100mm

Slide the outside pole (P1) over the inside pole (P3) until you 
reach the requested foundation depth (this is of course depending
on the local soil composition)
Subsequently drill a hole in groove where the bracket has been
mounted (app. 100mm from the bottom side) and fix with a
temporary locking bolt. 
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cm
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7

Dig a hole (app. 35x35cm) till stable
soil/bottom. Add 3 bags of 25kg 
fast curing  concrete + water (mix
thoroughly). Afterwards leveling of the 
pole.
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1815 mm
H.O.H.

8

1720 mm
between poles

inner side

1910 mm
between poles

outer side

After the concrete is fully cured at the first pole, dig a second hole
(1800mm distance) and position the second pre-assembled pole 
(see page 5) in a layer of loose sand. Susequently mount the two
horizontal profiles (A6) tightly between both poles (look for clarification
to page 8).

The correct distances are according to above drawing.
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Mount the lower horizontal profile (A3) by pushing strongly

If the profile is mounted 
   tight on the support, there 
     will be a gap of 5mm between
        the profile and the pole
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Mount the upper horizontal profile (B1) by sliding 
from above on the upper brackets (A8)
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Drill a hole in bracket of the upper profile and secure 
by placing a short rivet. On the frontside (where you 
drill the hole) the profile should be placed tightly to
the bracket, on the backside you will have 5 mm space).

11

5mm space
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 100 mm

 200 mm 200 mm

 100 mm

10
12

After installation of the two horizontal profiles (A3 and B1), poor fast curing concrete
to the second pole and level this pole. Next remove the temporary locking bolt
from the first pole. Slide the outer pole over the inner pole until you reach the
required height. 
Drill a 4,8mm hole (ca. 100 and 200 mm from the downside of the pole)
in the groove where the glass will NOT be installed and insert 2 short rivets (PK). 
Next the adjust the second pole to the requested height and make sure that
the horizontal profiles are levelled. Afterwards fix the second pole with rivet 
(procedure like the first pole).
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As soon as the second pole if fixed in fast curing concrete, repeat the
procedure voor the third pole etc.etc. Until you reach the end point. In 
this way you can be sure that the system will fit.
In case you decide to place first all inner poles and afterward the outer
poles, there is a chance that you will have space / clearance of a few 
milimeters. This might give problems during the installation of the glass.
So, follow the guidelines, screen after screen.
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9
0

 m
m

8 mm

9 10 11 15

For concrete floor mounting:

Position the pre assembled floor bracket and drill 4 holes (8mm) n the concrete
(avoid using weared out or old drills). Remove dust thoroughly from the hole.

Next install battle or chemical anchors. Level the pole, excessive stud can be removed
by grinding machine.

Follow the same guidelines like mentioned before, so first pole 1, then 2 and fixing the
horizontal profile, then pole 3 etc.

8Distances according to page            Subsequently continue with instruction of 

page                                 and then page              etc,
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20 mm 20 mm

15

After levelling the construction, remove temporary locking bolt from
the upper profile and scroll up the upper profile for 2cm. Clamp the
profile on the support bracket by using a glue plier .
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Mounting of the foam tapes in the groove
where the glass will be mounted. See page 
for a detailed explaination. 

16

17
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Stick the first foamtape on ca. 200mm height at the lower part of
the pole. Stick it on the left side of the groove. The second foamtape
in the middle, at the right side of the groove. The third on the topside
(ca. 200mm lower) on the left side again. 

17

IMPORTANT: at temperature below 15 degrees celcius, preheat the foam
                   with a hot air gun (blow on the backside siliconpaper to heat 
                   the glue of the tapes, also blow the area on the aluminium 
                   surface where the tapes will be mounted.
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Stick two foamtapes  
inside the groove of the
upper profile (B1) at the
position where the first
glass panel will be mounted.
Stick the tapes app. 2mm
from the downside edge
of the profile. View page 
for correct distribution of the
foamtapes in profile B1.

21
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1

2

3

R3

Order of work: Mounting the first glass panel in the groove where the foamtapes 
have been mounted :
1) place U shaped rubber (R3) in bottom profile at the place where glass will
    be placed, moisten the bottom side of the glass panel with glass cleaner.
2) moisten the upper side of the glass panel with glass cleaner
3) slide the glass panel in the upper profile (B1) between the pre-assembled foamtapes
4) lower the glass panel and slide it in the rubber in the bottom profile.
5) push the panel with light pressure between the foamtapes which have been 
    per assembled in the groove of the pole (P1).

NOTE: it is important to moisten the glass before mounting. The wet surface reduces
          friction on the foamtapes, which avoids peeling of the tapes.
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R3
R3

D1B

D1A

1

2

3

20

Order of work: installing the remaining glass panels

1) put distance holder (D1A) in bottom profile next to the first glass panel
2) then apply the rubber in the bottom profile on the place where the next panel comes,
   moisten the rubber with glass cleaner.
3) moisten de glass with glass cleaner
4) slide the glass panel on the top side in the upper profile (B1) at the position where the
    foam tapes have been placed.
5) lower the glass panel and slide it in the rubber in the bottom profile
6) push the panel with light pressure to the distance holder
7) then place next distance holder and repeat this procedure 
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GLAS

GLAS

GLAS

R1A

D1B

D1B

D1A D1A D1A

D1A D1A D1A

Glas
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In case of LED installation, you can implement the power cord
in the upper horizontal profile. For details please read the LED
installation guidelines.
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20 mm

After any installation of the 24V
wires in the upper profile, press profile
B1 down on the support bracket (A8).
Then install a rivet in the pre-drilled
mounting holes.
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A4L A4S

A4S

A4S

A4S

A4S

A4S A4L

Place 6 short distance holders (A4) between the glass panels and 
2 long distances holders (A4R) at the poles. The long distance holders
are 10mm longer then the short ones. Press the distance holder to
the upper profile, until you hear a “clicking” sound.
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Insert plastic cap on the 
topside of the pole, push 
evenly (but hard) on each
corner of the cap
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